
Soft Stone Mahishasura-Mardini
Goddess Durga Idol 12 in
Read More
SKU: 01148
Price: ₹37,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Hindu Statues, Maa Durga Statue,
Statues & Sculptures

Product Description

The charming soft stone sculpture features a beautiful surface with an off-white
finish. The refreshing color of the Goddess Durga idol is easy on the eyes, when
you're decorating a minimalistic space "Mahishashura Mardini" is a piece of art to
balance out a complex decor theme.  Material: Soapstone / Pink stone
Dimension(HWL):  12 x 8.5 x 3 inch Position: Standing Height: 1 ft The mesmerizing
beauty and aura of Goddess Durga: 

The above sculpture is unveiled as "Goddess Durga" the mother goddess of power and
strength.
Standing on her mount with one leg and transpiercing the demon with her trident, atop a
lotus podium.
A warrior Goddess bedecked with jewelry, riding a lion with multiple hands carrying
weapons and gestures.
 Architectural style and peculiarity had given life to the stone sculptures by the artisans
with their superb workmanship.

Mahishashura Mardini:

Goddess Durga glorifies the mother Goddess, who nurtures, cares for all living beings.
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A demon named Mahishashura was granted a boon by Lord Brahma that no man or deity
would kill him. He along with his battalion ruthlessly killed people in all the three Lokas. It
urges for the creation of divine power to make an end of the beast.
Which lead to the creation of "Goddess Durga" by combining energies of the God of the
trinity (Lord Bramha, Vishnu & Mahesh) born to kill the ruthless beast.
While fighting against the demon she dashed him to the ground with her right leg and run
the trident through his chest and beheaded him,  hence form that day she is named 
"Mahishashura Mardini"
Dussehra or Vijay Dashmi is a widely celebrated festival observed to celebrate the triumph
of good over evil.

Attracts the eye with the help of the beautiful sculpt :

The southwest zone is the most considerable zone to place Maa Durga idol at home/office.
Let's start with the living room, a heightened pedestal at a corner of the room or any
floating shelf over your sofa can be pretty much anything you love.
Another way to grab the eye on the art is to stand it on a heightened table of foyer/office
gallery/hotel/ hallway to make it truly magical.
Decorate the interior of an accent shelving unit /bookshelves with this subtle piece.

The dearest wishes fulfilled with the grace of Goddess Durga:

Maa Durga protects her devotees from the malicious effects of planet Rahu and negative
energies.
She provides immense strength and lifelong prosperity.
Goddess Durga eliminates all kinds of mental, financial, and physical problems.

Make quick work of cleaning without much effort:

Pinkstone is mainly used for sculpting as it is easy to carve.
It is durable, weather-proof, and reinforced.
Start by rubbing(gently)  the surface of the sculpture with a soft cloth or brush to reach the
depth of the corner where dust usually complied. This will remove any surface dirt or dust.
To restore the shine, routine cleaning is necessary to keep a finished piece looking great.
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Pink Stone Simha Vahini Maa
Durga Statue 12 inch
Read More
SKU: 01146
Price: ₹35,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Hindu Statues, Maa Durga Statue,
Statues & Sculptures

Product Description

Mahishasura Badha Maa Durga
Soapstone Statue 12 in
Read More
SKU: 00921
Price: ₹37,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Hindu Statues, Maa Durga Statue,
Statues & Sculptures

Product Description
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Expertly shaped, smooth color coordination of the "Maa Durga" 1 ft soapstone statue
is crafted to provide impressive functionality without taking up much space.
Material: Soapstone / Pink stone Dimension (HWL):  12 x 8 x 3 inch Height: 1 ft (approx.)
Position: Standing Height: 1 ft Lustrous appearance of the stone sculptures:

The above sculpture has uncloaked the statue of "Goddess Durga". A fierce and fearsome
warrior.
She is depicted as astride on her mount lion and the demon while tearing apart the demon
with her trident on the base of the lotus pedestal.
She is embellished with jewelry incised all over her body, with multiple hands carrying
armaments.
The statue above exhibits the artistic skill of traditional sculpting of Odisha artificers, the
land of enchanting beauty popular for its splendid piece of art.

The supreme shakti: Maa Durga

Goddess Durga was born as a beautiful and fully formed adult, with ten arms carrying
weapons in each arm, riding on a lion so that she could slay a demon named
Mahishashura.
An Asura, who was granted immortality by Lord Bramha, except getting killed only by a
female.
Hearing that no one could beat him he started to attack all the Trilok, this is when the gods
decided to create feminine energy by combining them into Durga to defeat Mahishasura.
This fight went for ten days to defeat Mahishashura, celebrated as "Vijayadashami" the win
over darkness.

How to incorporate stone sculptures in your interior design:

The southwest zone is the most auspicious zone to place the Durga idol at home/office as
per Vaastu.
You don't need a massive space to display the lustrous sculpt, display it on the windowed
cabinet, accent cabinet will be very eye-catching.
Transform your bookshelves and floating shelves for storing the magnificent art.
The gallery/foyer and hallways will always gain the visitor's attention, place the artsy
sculpt on a high table in these areas and wait for the compliments.
Be it a birthday/House warming or any special life event of your loved one this idol is
proved auspicious to gift.

Bring significant benefits of keeping Maa Durga Idol:
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Goddess Durga decreases the ill effects of planet Rahu.
By protecting her worshiper from sorrow, miseries, and evil-eye Goddess Durga bestows
her devotees with peace and prosperity.
The devotee gets health and wealth by the grace of the divine mother.

Tried and tested cleaning tips for the stone sculptures :

Pinkstone is mostly used for sculpture making as it is easy to carve.
The shatter-proof and weather-resistant nature make it more durable.
Start the cleaning of the sculpts by wiping the surface gently with a piece of soft cloth,
don't be too harsh while rubbing it.
You can make use of a feather or soft bristle brush to reach the area where dust usually
accumulates.
Make it sparkly clean by ensuring a follow-up schedule of dusting.

Dasabhuja Maa Durga Soap
Stone Statue-Polished 10 in
Read More
SKU: 00920
Price: ₹25,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Hindu Statues, Maa Durga Statue,
Statues & Sculptures

Product Description

The team of Crafts Odisha presents you the gorgeous: Maa Durga Statue" sculpted
from soapstone, an artistic take on natural elegance. The subtle design makes this
piece a stately decoration suitable for a range of interior themes. Material: Soapstone
/ Pink stone Dimension(HWL):  10 x 7 x 2.5 inch Position: Standing Height: 10 inch
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(approx.) Some Mien of the awless sculpture:

The sculpture is of Goddess Durga known for her power, determination, and wisdom.
In this heroic sculpt she is stabbing a buffalo beast with her trident, riding on her mount
lion, over a beautifully carved lotus pedestal.
She is bejeweled with beautiful ornamentation engraved on her body. Her ten arms are
equipped with various weapons, representing her prowess.
This charismatic graven image is the outcome of the brilliant sculpting of some proficient
artificer of Odisha, who gave this sculpt a vivacious touch.

The feminine epitome of strength: Maa Durga

Goddess Durga symbolizes feminine power against wicked and devilish energy.
She is a warrior Goddess, created to slay a demon named Mahishashura. She is created
out of the combined energy of Lord Vishnu, Bramha, and Mahesh.
While battling with the demon she dashed him to the ground with her right leg and sent
the trident through his chest, beheaded him hence Durga came to name as "Mahishashura
Mardini"
A nine-night festival broadly celebrated as Durga Puja in the month of Ashwin. Marks the
victory of good over evil.

Display the art by maximizing the visual impact:

The southwest direction is the most appropriate zone to place Maa Durga idol at
home/office.
Placing it on a heightened table in a far corner so it can be viewed from the far focal when
entering the entrance of any hallway/ foyer/galleries or conference room.
The windowed cabinet and the accent shelving units of the living room /office will be a
great place to enjoy the fine art.
A floating shelf/bookshelves which are vacant and starving for the beauty of art and
polished skill can be a perfect placement for the statue.

Blessing one may get from the divine idol:

Maa Durga protects her devotees from the malicious effects of planets and negative
energies.
She is known to be the bestowed of material wealth and prosperity all around.
She vanishes all the distress and miseries and bestowed her worshiper with happiness and
peace.
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A perfect and thoughtful gift for your friends and family, they will love and appreciate your
choice.

Proper guidance to follow while cleaning and restoring the stone sculptures:

Soapstones are a wonderful material that does not require any complex procedure for
cleaning.
Again is very durable and does not crack easily which makes it endurable.
Clean up the sculpt by wiping it gently with a piece of soft cloth or you can dust it with a
soft bristle brush to reach the dirt accumulated corner.
Make your stone sculptures shine and beam with routine cleaning.
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